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From the Manager 

Tēnā koutou katoa, 

Welcome to our Spring edition of the Strive Rehabilitation Manawatu newsletter for 2019!  

I trust you have survived the winter months without too many winter ailments … and that you have 

started to enjoy the tell-tale signs of Spring. It is so refreshing to see all the new born lambs in the 

fields and spring flowers everywhere! 

Congratulations and thanks to clients for all your achievements over the last quarter. May you 

continue to achieve and thrive. You are my heroes and inspire me every day!   

In this edition: 

 Museum in a Box: A big thank you to Pru Pim from Te Manawa for bringing us another 

’Museum in a Box’, and this time the collection had a wedding theme. Staff and clients alike were 

encouraged to bring photos of the weddings that have played a part in their lives, and  those of 

our family members, including previous generations. As well as observing the changes in           

fashions and ceremonies, this also brought back many happy memories for many of us.  

 Mid-Winter Lunch: Palmerston North Cossie Club provided us with another opportunity to 

mix and mingle with fellow clients, family members, friends and people from other agencies for 

our annual mid-winter lunch. For me this is always a great opportunity to catch up with others I 

don’t see on a regular basis … especially former clients.  

 Volunteers: We have clients volunteering weekly at Methodist Social Services and the  

Native Plant Nursery in Feilding. Congratulations to all those clients who contribute their 

time and energy to these worthwhile agencies. Your hard work is greatly appreciated.  

 My Story: A sobering message from ‘Dan the Man’ (Daniel Skjoth) as he tells the story of his 

accident in December 2007. 

 Social Afternoon: The social afternoon in June was awesome! It had a Matariki theme, 

and participants were able to engage in a number of activities including poi making, a Matariki 

Bingo quiz game called ‘PINGO’ and making a concertina folded karakia booklet! 

 Pokerwork: Bruce Roberts has been running a pokerwork course to lead people through 

the basics of pyrography, and we are already starting to see some quality projects coming out of 

this group.  

 Independent Living: Michael Webb brings some more helpful tips about living                       

independently. His article focuses on the important subject of ‘Financial Costs’ one should 

consider when looking at living independently in the community.  

 Models: Thanks to a generous ‘gift voucher’ donation by Dr Jurriaan de Groot to          

purchase models, several clients have spent a number of sessions constructing kitset models. 

This has been an enjoyable past-time for clients, and has lots of rehabilitation spin-offs for them. 

 Puzzle Time: Thanks MichaeI, for another WordFind challenge. This time with a Spring 

theme!  

My warmest wishes to all our stakeholders. Thank you for your continued love and support. 

Be well. Arohanui,   Terry 
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“Pru was a particularly interesting and enthusiastic 

presenter. There were ancient wedding gowns that 

were outstanding and very intricate.”  Lindsay 

It was a  special day at 

Strive when once again 

Pru Pim from Te Manawa 

brought along another 

box  full of curios from the 

museum. The marriage 

theme stirred memories, 

feelings, experiences and 

opinions in the discussion 

that  was shared. 
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“I enjoyed reading 

out the humorous 

telegrams, ha ha!”  

“It was very 

interesting 

for people   

to realise 

weddings 

are special 

and  that 

marriage is 

a piece of 

life.” 

“Yeah naah, 

Dans!” 

“Yeah, umm... 

choice Pru.” 

“I enjoyed it because I’m planning on 

getting married. It was awesome.” 

“There were some 

quite informative 

comments about 

weddings  and 

historical photos.” 
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The friendly atmosphere at the Palmerston North Cosmopolitan Club made 

our  Mid Winter lunch very enjoyable. The annual gathering of clients, former      

clients, staff , whanau and guests  were a recipe for a good time. The        

numbers were high, the queue long but the food and the company made it all 

worth while.  

It’s always great to catch up with  the many  clients and staff from BIA and   

Ryder Cheshire  during this event.  

If your feeling lucky there’s often a chance to contribute to 

BIA’s fundraising by purchasing a raffle ticket or two. 

Some   clients and staff tried their luck at the pool  tables, 

while others  took the opportunity to just relax and  enjoy a  

coffee with a  good helping of great conversation. 
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Tuesday and Wednesday mornings five of our amazing clients, volunteer their time 

to Methodist Social Services in Palmerston North.  

While there the clients thoroughly enjoy a  variety of tasks from either sorting 

shoes, hanging  clothing, cutting up rags or sorting  buttons. 

On a Friday morning another group of four clients are supported at the Native 

Plant Nursery in Feilding  to volunteer  their time.   

At the nursery clients are currently sorting through bags of Spinifex  looking for   

viable seeds, which will eventually be planted out to revegetate our local, coastal 

beaches. At times it can be like looking for the proverbial “needle in a haystack” but 

very rewarding and exciting when one is found.  

At both sites clients happily chat away to staff and other volunteers, while they    

remain focused on their jobs. 

A BIG plus is the  opportunity for these clients to improve their hand/eye             

coordination, dexterity, communication, community participation, concentration and 

social connectedness. 

Charlie, Angel, Gail, Stacey, Dan, Tracy and Shayla “You are all Priceless.” 
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My parents helped me write this due to my poor memory. They say I was a very 

active child, when I was 10 months old I picked up a rugby ball and ran with it. 

I won lots of races and my first prize was a little bear on a bike. 

My Mum home schooled me until I started secondary school. 

I had been a good rugby player, everyone thought I would one day be an           

All Black. 

I tried Soccer for  one year and made it into the rep team, but decided to go back 

to rugby the following year. 

When I was 15  I tried to save my friends life who had dived into the river, sadly 

he passed away in front of me. 

After that I got caught up in drugs and alcohol, my sports career was failing. 

I worked in the forestry, loved that and I still do. 

On the night of December 1st 2007 I went to my flatmates 21st Birthday party. I 

got very drunk and fell asleep on the main highway. I was hit by a vehicle !! 

It was a big 6 year struggle for me to learn how to breathe, talk and walk again. 

I attend Strive Rehabilitation in Palmerston North 3 days a week. I feel I am doing 

amazing now, but I do need people to help me because my memory is so bad. 

My message to you  all is….. 

“Don’t do Drugs, Control your Drinking” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        Dan the Man. 
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PINGO aka BINGO 

Eyes down and looking 

everyone! Angel is ready 

to start calling... 

Tai, Lyn, Josh, Cherie, 

Stacey and Lynn try their 

skills in the art of folding a  

paper game. Although it 

doesn't look like there’s 

much folding happening… 

 

It was great to have  

James & Gloria join us for 

our  social afternoon. Angel 

& Claire show them how to 

make a fun concertina book 

one of the many    

 activities. 

Dan, Josh, Lindsay, Angel and 

Tai are totally engrossed,      

listening to and following 

Tania’s instructions. So it’s all 

hands on to make poi... 
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A new  pokerwork course 

has started at Strive, 

leading the clients 

through the basics of  

burning  patterns  with 

different techniques.  

As skills increase it is 

hoped to do some more 

special projects in time. 

“I like doing pokerwork on 

Wednesday because  I like 

burning wood.” 
“Tattooing on wood 

at its finest!” 

“I find it challenging 

and its good for my  

brain.” 

“Its really good, 

doing all the 

marking and 

finding out 

what looks the 

best.”  
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Independent Living 
 

3: Financial Costs: 

 

The BIG question’s  “Have I got enough money?”  “Can I cover all these costs?” 

 

WEEKLY EXPENSES: these may include some or all of the following. 

Rent: I definitely have to pay this. 

Power/ Gas: I need hot water and other services. 

Groceries: Well I need to eat. 

Insurance: It’s good to insure my contents. 

Medical: Will I have ongoing medication costs? 

Transport: How am I going to get to work or study? 

Clothing: This is an ongoing cost. 

Phone/Internet: Maybe I can do without these? 

Pet costs, I might have to leave the cat at my Mum’s 

Savings: Every little bit counts. 

Emergencies: Hope I don’t have any, but my savings will help. 

Social/Hobby/Education: Is there anything left? 

There are other initial costs, such as moving expenses, maybe I will need a trailer, 

truck, van to shift furniture and appliances. 

Do I need to buy any other furnishings for the flat? 

Have I got everything I need to live independently? 

This is where our natural supports such as family/whanau and friends can    

sometimes help to keep the costs down. 

 

 

 

 

  MIKE WEBB 
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MODEL GROUP 

“Joining the group has been exciting as being        

creative is an enjoyable pastime. It requires lots of 

concentration and patience. Some have already    

finished and the results are encouraging to all of us. 

My task is to assemble a yacht that floats preferably, 

but just to display may suffice”. 

                                                  Mark 

Recently we were very fortunate to be gifted  a 

voucher from Rehabilitation Medicine Specialist, Dr 

Jurriaan de Groot . So a shopping trip to Mr Models 

was on the agenda. We were able to purchase a    

variety of models, to suit anyone and everyone of 

varying strengths and abilities. 

Wednesday morning’s you’ll find the table covered  in 

an assortment of things such as plans, plastic and 

card of all shapes, plus of course the tubes/bottles of 

glue.   

There is a stillness in the room while  

everyone is focused and waiting for  

the glue to dry.... 

“The group is very 

interesting and it’s 

a great way to   

create something 

from detailed      

instructions”. 

                   Bruce 
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Springtime Puzzle... 

Mike Webb 

Baaaaaaaaa!!!!!!! 
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September: 

Manawatu Craft and Food Fair:  Saturday 14th @ Barber Hall Waldergrave 

Street 10am-3pm 

BIA Street Appeal:  Thursday 12th  

Ryder Quiz Event:  Wednesday 25th  

 

October: 

Aphasia Day: Tuesday 22nd  @  Whanganui Collegiate 

School, Whanganui  

November:  

Awesome Awapuni Day  Saturday 9th @ Rangitane Park cnr Racecourse 

Rd & Maxwell Line 11:00am – 2:00pm  

Supporters Morning Tea: Monday 25th @ Strive Rehabilitation 

Social Afternoon Dates 

2019 !!! 

Bi-monthly  social gatherings a time for 

staff, clients, ex-clients, whanau & friends to 

come together and enjoy each others    

company… 

Thursday 31st October. 

Wednesday 5th February 2020 

Thursday 9th April 2020 

 

 

Watch  
 this  
space: 
 

NOA Open Studio 

Every Wednesday & Thursday 

10am & 2:30pm 

@ Te Manawa 

PN Womens Centre 

1st Wednesday every month 

“Cuppa and a Chat” 

10am - 12pm 

53 Waldergrave Street 

   Diary Dates: 
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PALMERSTON NORTH HOSPITAL :                                          06 356 9169 

PALMERSTON NORTH POLICE:                                                  06 351 3600    

A1 WHEELCHAIR SERVICES: 0800 222 284     

ACC:  0800 222 822     

WINZ:  0800 559 009      

MENTAL HEALTH CRISIS TEAM:  0800 653 357   

HEALTHLINE:  0800 611 116      

ALCOHOL & DRUG HELPLINE:  0800 787 797  

SAMARITIANS 24 HOURS:  0800 726 666   

CITIZENS ADVICE BUREAU:  0800 367 222     

LIFELINE NZ:  0800 543 354  

JUST ZILCH:                     022 597 2569    

WOMENS REFUGE CRISIS LINE: 06 356 5585 

 

Strive Rehabilitation Manawatu  

would like to thank the following sponsors. 
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How can you tell if  

someone is having a  

stroke?  

 By learning to recognise  

the symptoms of stroke  

you could save a life!  

Learn the FAST check. 

STRIVE REHABILITATION MANAWATU 

38 West St, 

P.O. Box 34 

Palmerston North 
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Website 

www.striverehabilitationpn.org.nz 
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